The paper discusses the quantitative definition of the s/n (signal to noise ratio) by means of new computational parameters derived (and computed) by the Fourier analysis. The theme is of great relevance when the geomagnetic observed field has high transient noise and high energy content (i.e. geomagnetic signal interfered by human activity magnetic band) and when the signal analysis action is oriented to the detection of magnetic sources characterized by quasi-punctiform size, low energy level and kinetic mechanical status (i.e. uw armed terrorist). The paper shows the results obtained introducing two new informative spectral parameters: the informative capability "C" and the enhanced informative capability "eC". These parameters are depending on the comparison of the energy of the target signal with total field energy and they are characteristics of each elementary signal. C classifies the energy of the spectrum in two metrological bands: elementary signal informative energy E I (band or single signal) and passive energy E P . This metrological classification of the energy overtakes the concept of noise: each signal is part of the noise band when it is not under observation and becomes out of the band when it is under observation (numerical observation→computation). C (and eC) allows to compute the value of the "visibility" of the informative signals in a high energy geomagnetic field (or spectrum). C is a fundamental parameter for the evaluation of the effectiveness of singularity magnetic metrology in the passive detection of small magnetic sources in high noised magnetic field.
Introduction
The passive magnetic detection effectiveness is depending on the amplitude of the target signal and on its geometric recognizability in time and frequency (spectral "visibility") domains. In the studies of low-frequency signals as for example modeling of the terrestrial crust [1] this approach can also provide very effective results. This is because these signals are well localized in the spectrum, are generally over-sampled and come from large static sources. The certain and invariant on time spectral localization associated with enough high amplitude is the basis of the visibility of each single signal expressed in a high noise field. The problem of the visibility becomes quite complex when the target signal is coming from a quasi-punctiform and low amplitude source, inside a high energy (noise) geomagnetic volume. In the other hand, the low visibility problem becomes practically unsolvable when this class of sources is moving and their signals are recorded by a fixed sensor. The measure action moves the independent variable from the space domain to the time domain making unpredictable on the spectrum the target signal localization. On time domain the target signal measured Λ(t) is depending on the speed value (unknown and variable) of the target source [2] . The variation of the source's speed induces the metrological phenomenon of the variation of the measured Λ(t) and the numerical phenomenon of the N shift (N spectral order number) in the Fourier Series computation. In order to quantify the phenomena of the visibility and spectral shift of N, the "C" parameter "signal informative content" and its derivate "eC" "enhanced signal informative content" were used. C and eC link the energy of each elementary signals (or band) to total magnetic field. The parameter "C" (and eC) allows to quantify the target signal's visibility concept. These factors allow the quantitative evaluation of target signal informative capability inside its own spectrum. These parameters enable also to evaluate:
1) The level of the increase of the target signal informative capability dues to robustness manipulation in frequency domain and;
2) The informative capability of the geomagnetic singularity metrology also in hard noise environment.
The numerical parameters C and eC allow to classify each signal with respect to its energy. They are also a function of the (measured) wavelength which in turn depends on the speed of the generating source. In theory they therefore allow to control the evolution in time of the signal of a moving source. The control of these parameters is one of the basic concepts of the geomagnetic metrology of singularity [3] and solves the problem of the capability to detect low amplitude magnetic signals generated by quasi-punctiform kinetic sources. This problem cannot be solved objectively by means of the standard signal detection and interpretation techniques and their related standard procedures of frequency filtering procedures.
The Metrological Manipulation of the Energy Definition
The energy E content in the geomagnetic field may be considered as sum of sev-O. Faggioni Journal of Signal and Information Processing eral elementary contributes coming from natural and man-made sources. The Earth magnetic field "Emf" can be classified in "natural band signals nb" and "man-made signal band mmb" [4] . Analytical observation of geomagnetic field of the urban areas, industrial and port facilities, railways, electric power line, etc••• shows the nb and mmb can be overlapped [4] . This phenomenon (interference) is typical for high frequency band of nb [5] and low frequency band of mmb. At nb and mmb is summomg a third band of geomagnetic signals: the induced band "ib". This band is very interesting in the detection actions because it contents also the target signal frequencies. ib is originated by the inductive action of nb and mmb on the natural (planetary) or man-made conductors. ib, for its physics characteristics, has very large spectrum. We observe the first problem of the passive magnetic detection action is the overlaps to nb and mmb (including hypothetical target signals) and ib.
nb mmb ib
The F revealed to the ground level (or underwater) cannot be modeled and its analytic study is, essentially, a metrologic one. In order to the detect action (association of generated signal-generating source) the energy E of the geomagnetic field can be considered built by two components: an informative component (E I Informative Energy) and a non informative one (E P Passive Energy). E I is the energy associated to the target's signal (or band). E P is the energy of the all other signals detected. It does not carry information about the target and interferes with detection of E I . cluded in E I band when it is the object of the measure while its energy go on the E P band when it is not object of the measure. The metrology of singularity [3] defines the class of the signals [3] : each signal is not (or is) a component of the noise band (E P ) if it is the object (or not) of the measure. 
The Digital Computation of the EI and EP Energy Bands
The operative effectiveness of definitions 1 and 2 is linked to the capability to compute the numerical value of the E i s of the signals included in the geomagnetic field recording [6] . 
the amplitude and wavelength of the i-th signal are computed by spectral analy-
where N i is the Fourier harmonic expansion wave-number (computational number order N.O. or N).
The Equations (3) and (4) in expanded notation became 
We introduce now the parameter "R relative amplitude" coming from the composition of A (10) and N.
( )
From which
Remembering: power W to be equal A 2 (10).
Similarly to (14) we also define the "J relative power" to be:
The 
The Digital Informative Parameters
The acquisition of the physic information about the source from its signal is a typical metrological problem (also called inverse problem) [10] . It depends on the ability of the measuring system to read the signal. In order to obtain a quantitative (and objective) method of extracting the information from the signal we introduce three parameters of computation: the total informative content "Q" Similarly to the (12) and (13) 
We compute the numerical values of Q, C, eC, as a function of R with reference to their energy bands (by means of the harmonic development Fourier coefficients).
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An useful analytical tool is the informative capability spectrum (Figure 2 ). As the same as the standard Fourier spectra (Amplitude A, Power P and phase Φ), we compose the i-th values of C i (Y variable) with the matching N i (X variable) (Figure 2 ). An interesting practical use of the information capacity spectrum C is the variation of the parameter C by varying the length of the reading window Journal of Signal and Information Processing in which C is represented [11] . This aspect concerns the choice of the operative window length L; the optimization L depends on two opposite parameters: 1) by decreasing L, the risk of corruption of the information increases because in the action of data transfer from space-time domain to frequency domain (FFT operational) increases the probability of corruption related to the board effect.
2) by increasing L, the reading/computing time of the data set, the time of data interpretation, the machine memory involved in every computational action, the weight of intranet TLC procedure (from sensor to master station) increase.
In order to provide useful responses to detection, the system must work in real time (approx); L, from this point of view, should be short. On the other hand, an elaboration window too short can corrupt the value of C target . The efficiency of the data processing system depends on the correct length of L coming from the balancing of requirements 1) and 2). C allows to compute the best value of L: the shortest L with a stable C target .
Robustness of the Signal: An Observation about the Frequency Filters Performances
Before the introduction of signal identification procedures based on singularity protocols [9] , the increase in visibility of target signals was entrusted to the ro- 
As said, the velocity v of the target source, in the operative reality, is unknown and therefore the detected signal Λ(t) has not direct association with the target.
The phenomenon of the signal wavelength variation accordingly to the target velocity is pointed out by the spectral representation of the signal (wave number spectral "migration"). In Figure 3 
The C Parameter in the Evaluation of Standard and Singularity Magnetometric Methods Informative Effectiveness
The first standard signal cleaning step is the frequency filtering of the artificial signal class (man-made and instrumental electronic contributes) (Figure 4(a) ).
The result of this action is shows in Figure 4 Figure 5 ). This increase of C quantifies the increase of the target signal visibility due to the singularity metrology.
The Quantitative Example
We use the coefficient C (and the corresponding eC) to quantify the qualitative observations referred in Section 6.1. Figure 6 shows the graphs of R factor as a function of order number of the Fourier serial computation. The data shown in Figure 6 graphics are coming from a comparison test between standard magnetic measures results (and their robustness procedure) and magnetic measures of singularity one (raw data) ( Figure 6 ). (Table 1 ) Factors C and eC show the target signal by a diver equipped by commercial equipment (N18) have low informative capability (C 18 = 0.13, eC 18 = 0.15 where C = 1 is monochromatic signal) (Figure 6(a) ). We now observe the (Table 1) . Also, it is not possible to estimate how much of this increment is real (due to the decrease of EP admitted to computation) or due to calculation approximations (therefore of numeric origin and non physical one). Finally we observe the result obtained from the singularity measure ( Figure 6 (c)): although the C control is applied to a raw data set originated by singularity metrology, the increase in C information capability is satisfying (C = 0.49, eC = 0.73) ( Table 1) . C (and eC) quantifies the much better performance of the singularity metrology respect to the standard measurement one (direct or differential field measurements).
Conclusion
The Earth magnetic field in proximity of urban zones, critical structures, power This fact optimizes the time of automatic alert reaction performance in the passive magnetic systems with singularity measurement technique.
